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a change in the industry structure, is demanding a collaborative approach to the
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awarded with or without reopening the

construction sector, due to the
contractual tradition, that obliges the

levels that could be set in a project
procurement

model

applied

to

own interests, producing an escalation

as collaboration with the supply chain

reasons. First, the biphasic nature lends

contracts, this procedure is new on

the phase in which the construction
contract is awarded (the awarding

The contract could be seen just as a
promissory agreement among people

productivity, collaboration set at the
contractual stage, provides the basis

goals create a waste, especially during
the construction phase, resulting
in time and budget overrun (Sacks,
result, the contracting authority is not
members’ produces (Tauriainen et al.
bilateral nature, as envisaged by Mosey
their wider potential impact on the
competition.

Secondly, the adoption

caused by unsolved spatial clashes

a collaborative procurement model
has been developed among some

repeated interaction between one or
more contracting authorities and all

when collaboration doesn’t involve all
the participant to the project (Myerson

which is essential in order to be able
traditional project delivery systems
new standard contract able to create
collaborative interactions.

between the design and construction
projects, but they have shown to be

the time, people try to plan collaboration
were implemented within the same
standard.

collaborative

contracts

standard

concluded with one or more economic
countries, but they mainly have the
same characteristics, which can be
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original version.
demonstrated

where the same contract groups the

how

the

public

Design Built.
Even though, some European countries

a project. Even though, according to

entrusting in a single contract all the
usage in the private sector and it was
also validated by many companies and
by the UK government. This document

on the contrary, typically European, is
previously awarded via an alliance

supply chain and reducing the risk in
as it is a contract which includes
This approach is common in US, but
it is still not seen as the solution to a

was created, to accommodate market

maintenance.
As shown in Figure 1, this contractual
typology allows to join in a unique

started as an alternative to the tradition
Design-Bid-Built in order to reduce

previously awarded, and mage all
the interaction among them. Shared
objectives, success measures, targets

Due to their structure and composition,
traditional
contracts
unavoidably

case-by-case evaluation, namely adding

stakeholders’ works. The two main
standard contracts developed in US,
which can help people establish s real
collaboration through a multi-party
integrated project delivery agreement,

as in the last case.
This collaborative agreement standard

many public and private projects, such

The alliance has a joint aim, the
sub-contractors in the agreement.
model in Europe able to accommodate
are two ways to add new subjects to
contracts. This approach set the new
member in the teamwork with the same

second is through a joining agreement,
as a consequent amendment to the

traditional contracts to collaborative
ones. At present, some States such
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the general rules, then moving on to
the initial part. The entire document is
the way to read correctly the standard
tender based on technical design.
contractual standard that is able to
Agreement, are the contract column.
contracts in a multi-party agreement.
contract is that it could be bended
technology or innovation elements that
members just selecting the clauses
is
in order to set the requests made or
the action carried by the collaboration.
in each request, each party structures
the request in order to provide all the

is that the design quality would be

superior

when

the

project

is

a sequential development, so a joint
alliance adoption impacts on time and
costs.

through a procedure called alliancing,
a worldwide scenario, summarised in
stakeholders, to a collaborative one.
understood the possibility to import
approach, where the same contract
whole project evolution. This research
same agreement. This approach is not
private scenario due to the limitation
universities,

which

considered

the

London. This process is not a simple

the other side, is based on directive
standard. The process was developed

Figure 1:Alliance procurement process
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They provided some
developed by a collaboration among

single word, through a crosscutting
analysis. This research will provide a
project and program management tool
to clients, who would like to manage
To prove the importation legitimacy

The multidisciplinary group embraced
all the doubts and problems detected

was conducted providing the contract
to the reviewers and all the comments
were discussed during a round-table
discussion.
All the people, invited to discuss during
the previous step to submit comments
to the contract standard, attended
the discussion. During this event,

project and program management tool
to clients, who would like to manage

projects are drastically increasing their

the contract. When the entire contract
legal relations among several subjects
contractual model was conducted both

the market requests. A last adjustment
was brought into the contract.
by linking several contracts with a
view to encouraging collaboration and
consistency with the original philosophy

required many adjustments in order to
realign the contract philosophy to the

A

second

step

consisted

in

The process, structured in such a way,
allows, enriching the alliance contract

undertake to work in a collaborative
spirit and to carry out activities, called

the
private. The provisions contained in the

individuated and in the validation

contract. The comparison between the
two versions occurred among the two

authorities,

universities,

trade

administrative judiciary and private

•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal requirements and special
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private investors.

Starting with an

can imagine being in a situation where
three municipalities with their street

creating a single management system

management system, shared among
them, to provide a major reliability
due to its development supported by
parties can be joined in the contractual
scheme by establishing a dialogue
aimed at a single goal dictated by the

to the schedule in part two - on the

generate a better result. At the same
time, the various companies being
companies in the sector can help the
maintenance manager to choose ways
that are more appropriate by improving

more members to the collaboration

result is obtained via a cooperative
to be completed and each member
shall be made in accordance with the
requests and the standard procedure

Sometimes the added value that gather

the procedure to trace all the payment
among all the parties and to set the

imagining that the maintenance
procedure is close to the standard
procedure.

decides to establish a collaboration
agreement with the other participants in
Members are required to present their

based on collaborative procurements.

be limited to simple participation in

between design and construction and
thanks to shared procedures.

Figure 2:FAC-1 interactions among members
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methodology so to reduce the design
errors and clashes, increasing the
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contractual typology in a worldwide
scenario, among them researchers

chain, reducing re-work. The early

legislation. This approach provided a

which must be reported to Alliance
quality. The alliance members promote

model, in which parties are given the

enhanced by the meta-contract provide
a risks prevention and management

not only a legal agreement, but it aims

order to create a collaboration, legally
valid, among their sub-consultants
judicially handling possible claims. This

required by each private operator
counterbalanced

by

the

economic

construction, but he could be a person
contract that regulates and manages

to provide data consistently among
parties.
At this point, the research provides an

to improve the project. This approach
employer in the collaboration process

contracts and, namely, the relation
among parties, which are not directly
time, it is unattainable in a traditional
process, although the promised
the construction sector, through the
processes

management

decreasing

teams and linking the various phases
due to litigations caused by traditional
contractual procedures. The research
invites the participants to submit their
public users to integrate smoothly
collaboration in work procedures.
The “Adda Martesana” Municipality is
applying this contractual model as part
subjects’

activities

with

greater

management with multiple subjects’
way, providesan added value in terms
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